Subsurface Knowledge Management
Designed expressly
for subsurface
teams

Easy-to-use apps
enable rapid
decision making

Flexible deployment
as managed SaaS,
Private Cloud or Onpremises

Immediate support
of all subsurface
data

Unified data
solution promotes
innovation

20 years of Unrivaled
subsurface expertise
YEARS

Built for Tomorrow, Delivers Today
Curate provides instant access to subsurface information and enterprise-wide data in an open collaborative environment. Built on 20
years of Ikon expertise in solving subsurface knowledge management challenges, Curate drives better business outcomes by realizing
efficiency gains across all exploration, appraisal, and development workflows.
Promotes knowledge access across all subsurface
disciplines

Simpliﬁes gathering of all relevant information for
rapid prospect de-risking

Boosts productivity with collaborative scalable
workﬂows

Aligns with corporate strategies for IT and data
enablement

Empowers subsurface teams to make better
decisions

Compatible with data platforms such as OSDU

Subsurface Data Unlocked

Identify previously missed zones of pay and
accurately predict and plan for negative
drilling events before they occur.

Use seamless data streaming to monitor
drilling operations of individual and
surrounding wells in real-time, and rapid
prospect de-risking.

Optimize well planning and drilling, with
less capital and human resources.

Maximize E&P activities cost-effectively to
promote business stability.

Gain greater visibility of your knowledge
assets to make informed and empowered
decisions.

Centralize decision making in a single
location that can access the full spectrum
of business knowledge .

Benefits That Impact Every Level of Your Organization
The C-Suite

Curate makes digital transformation of
your subsurface teams a reality - driving
positive results to your bottom line.
Accelerate production, minimize portfolio
risk and optimize well planning and drilling
efficiencies with reduced costs, lowered
risk, and increased revenue.

Management

Curate is a future-proof, subsurface
solution designed to maximize the
potential of your knowledge assets by
fueling efficiency and accurate decision
making.
Delivered via intuitive user-based apps,
Curate leverages specialists’ knowledge
across the enterprise and streamlines all
subsurface data workflows

Data Users

Curate helps you solve critical data
challenges with open access to enterprise
data and best-in-class workflows – from
anywhere. Designed by subsurface
experts like you, Curate brings together the
best tools and trusted data on a unified
platform for facilitating collaboration.
It ensures your team will make the right
moves – faster.

The Technology Behind Curate

Additional Services
Data Solutions

Consultation
Data Services

Ikon can provide consultation to
review the IT, software application and
database assemblage and propose
an overall data solution to aggregate,
standardize and make all wellbore
subsurface data readily accessible /
consumable to end users.

Ikon will work with you to identify,
cleanse/condition and then load
additional data into the Curate
database. This might include multi-client
datasets, public domain or proprietary
datasets or migration of data from preexisting databases such as Recall.

Ikon will work with you to create custom
data loaders / exporters for your
proprietary data formats.

Visit www.ikonscience.com or email info@ikonscience.com to discover more and request a demo.

